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Abstract 
The paper introduces a semantics for definite logic programs expressed in terms of SLD- 
derivations and studies various properties of SLD-derivations by using the above semantics. 
The semantics of a program is a goal-independent denotation, which can equivalently be 
specified by a denotational semantics and a transition system. The denotation is proved to be 
correct, minimal, AND-compositional and OR-compositional. The denotational semantics and the 
transition system are defined in terms of a set of primitive semantic operators, whose properties 
are directly related to the properties of the denotation. The SLD-derivations semantics has been 
designed to act as collecting semantics for a framework of abstract semantics (Comini et al., 
1995. 1996). @ 1999 -Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
Lack of compositionality of conventional logic programming semantics has been a 
serious limitation, since by their very nature PROLOG program fragments are written 
to be used in an extensible, modular fashion. It has often been noted, in particular, 
that traditional bottom-up or top-down semantics fail to be sufficiently operational, 
identify too many computationally distinct programs, and are blind to many interesting 
observables. 
The paper introduces a semantics for definite logic programs expressed in term of 
SLD-derivations and studies various properties of SLD-derivations by using the above 
semantics. The semantics is defined according to the approach in [2], which was al- 
ready used for some abstractions of SLD-derivations, such as computed answers [9], 
call patterns and partial answers [IO] and resultants [ 111. The basic idea underlying 
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the approach is the go&-independent program denotation, which can equivalently 
be specified by top-down and bottom-up constructions. The top-down definition is 
the set of SLD-derivations for pure atomic goals, while the bottom-up definition is 
the least fixpoint of a suitable Tp operator. The denotation is proved to be correct 
and fully abstract w.r.t. the observational equivalence induced on programs by SLD- 
derivations. Moreover, it is proved to enjoy two important compositionality properties, 
i.e., AND-compositionality and OR-compositionality. AND-compositionality means 
that the SLD-derivations of any goal can be reconstructed from the goal-independent 
denotation. OR-compositionality means that the denotation of PI U P2 can be recon- 
structed from the denotations of PI and P2. 
The above results simply extend to SLD-derivations similar results obtained for other 
(more abstract) observables. The main novelty of this paper is the semantics definition 
methodology and the structure of the resulting semantics. We start by defining a de- 
notational semantics on domains consisting of sets of SLD-derivations. It is a rather 
standard denotational definition with two peculiarities. First, it deals with low-level 
operational details, while the usual denotational semantics operates on the domain of 
computed answers, and are therefore much more abstract. Moreover, the typical com- 
positional style of denotational semantics allows us to identify a small set of primitive 
semantic operators, which are the semantic counterpart of the language syntactic op- 
erators. The same primitive semantic operators are then used to define the operational 
semantics, by means of a transition system. 
The proof of all the main theorems, such as 
l equivalence between denotational and operational semantics, 
l equivalence between bottom-up and top-down (goal independent) denotations, 
l correctness and minimality of the denotation, 
l AND-compositionality and OR-compositionality of the denotation, 
heavily rely on some lemmata, which express properties of the primitive semantic op- 
erators. This is even more important, because the SLD-derivations semantics has been 
conceived as the collecting semantics for a hierarchy of semantics [3], systematically 
derived by using abstract interpretation theory [6]. Since abstraction is essentially ab- 
straction of the primitive semantic operators, the abstract semantics will inherit all those 
properties of the collecting semantics for which the suitable lemmata on the semantic 
operators hold. This provides the basis for the definition of a taxonomy of abstractions 
[3,4]. It is worth noting that the SLD-derivations semantics is the most natural choice 
for a collecting semantics. It is essentially a traces semantics and it contains all the 
relevant information of SLD-trees. A more abstract semantics, such as the resultant se- 
mantics, would not allow to derive properties such as proof trees (used in the Heyting’s 
semantics in [15, 141) or derivation lengths. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains background definitions and 
terminology. Section 3 defines the semantic domain. Section 4 introduces the denota- 
tional semantics and the primitive semantic operators. Section 5 defines the transition 
system. Section 6 defines the goal-independent denotations. Finally, Section 7 contains 
the main equivalence and compositionality theorems. 
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2. Preliminaries 
In the following sections, we assume familiarity with the standard notions of logic 
programming as introduced in [ 1, 171. 
Throughout the paper we assume programs and goals being defined on a first-order 
language given by a signature C consisting of a finite set F of function symbols, a 
finite set II of predicate symbols and a denumerable set V of variable symbols. T 
denotes the set of terms built on F and V. 
A substitution is a mapping 6: V + T such that the set dam(d) := {x16(x) # x} 
(domain of t9) is finite. E is the empty substitution. range(d) denotes the range of r9, 
i.e., the set {yJx # 6(x), y E var(@))}. If t9 is a substitution and E is a syntactic 
expression, tilt is the restriction of 19 to the variables var(E) of E. The composition 6a 
of the substitutions 19 and o is defined as the functional composition. A substitution 9 
is called idempotent if 66 = 8 or, equivalently, if dom(d)nrange(b) = 0. A renaming 
is a (non-idempotent) substitution p for which there exists the inverse p-’ such that 
PP 
-I _ - p-‘p = E. 
The preordering < (more general than) on substitutions is such that 8 <O if and 
only if there exists ti’ such that d9’ = O. The result of the application of a substitution 
IJ to a term t is an instance of t and is denoted by t6. We define t < t’ (t is more 
general than t’) if and only if there exists 8 such that t29 = t’. The relation < is a 
preorder (called subsumption) and by z we denote the associated equivalence relation 
(variance). A substitution 29 is a unifier of terms t and t’ if td = t’d (where = 
denotes syntactic equality). If two terms are unifiable then they have an idempotent 
most general unifier which is unique up to renaming. Therefore, mgu(tl, t2) denotes 
such an idempotent most general unifier of tl and t2. All the above definitions can be 
extended to other syntactic expressions in the obvious way. 
We restrict our attention to idempotent substitutions, unless explicitly stated other- 
wise. The set of all idempotent substitutions is denoted by Subst. 
An atom is an object of the form p(t,, . . ., 1,) where p E II, tl, . . . , tn E T. A 
goal is a sequence of atoms Al, . . . , A,. The empty goal is denoted by q . The set 
of all atoms is denoted by Atoms and the set of all goals is denoted by Goals. We 
denote by G and B possibly empty sequences of atoms, by t,x tuples of, respectively, 
terms and distinct variables. Moreover, we denote by t both the tuple and the set 
of corresponding syntactic objects. B, B’ denotes the concatenation of B and B’. An 
atomic goal is called pure if it is in the form p(x). 
A (definite) clause is a formula of the form H + Al,, . . , A, with n > 0, where H 
(the head) and A 1,. . . ,A, (the body) are atoms. “t” and “,” denote logical implication 
and conjunction, respectively, and all variables are universally quantified. If the body 
is empty the clause is called a unit clause. A program is a set of (definite) clauses. 
Given a goal G and a program P, the formula G in P (or P U {G}) is a query. 
Definite clauses have a natural computational reading based on the resolution pro- 
cedure. The specific resolution strategy called SLD can be described as follows. Let 
G:=Al,...,Ak be a goal and c:=H + B be a (definite) clause. G’ is derived from 
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G and c by using z9 if and only if there exists an atom A,,,, 16m <k such that 
19 = mgu(A,, H) and G’ = (Al,. . . ,A,_,, B,A,+l,. . . ,Ak)i?. An SLD-derivation (or 
simply a derivation) of the query G in P consists of a (possibly infinite) sequence of 
goals GO, Gi, Gz, . . . called resolvents, together with a sequence cl, 13,. . . of variants of 
clauses in P which are renamed apart ’ and a sequence 191,192,. . . of idempotent mgus 
such that Ga = G and, for i > 1, each Gi is derived from Gi-i and ci by using 6i. An 
SLD-refutation of G in P is a finite SLD-derivation of G in P which has the empty 
goal q as the last goal in the derivation. An SLD-tree of G in P is the prefix tree of 
all SLD-derivations of G in P. 
A selection rule R is a function which, when applied to a “history” containing the 
goal, all the clauses and the mgus used in the derivation Go, Gi, . . . , Gi, returns an 
atom in Gi. Such an atom is the selected atom in Gi. In the following, for the sake 
of simplicity, we consider the PROLOG leftmost selection rule. All our results can be 
generalized to skeleton rules [l 11. 
In the following G -$ . . . 3 G, (n 2 0), denotes a (partial and finite) SLD-deriva- 
tion of goal G via the leftmost selection rule. The derivation uses the renamed apart 
clauses cl , . . . , c, and 6 := (61 . . S,)lc is the computed answer substitution of G. We 
also denote by G $-+* B a finite SLD-derivation of G in P via the leftmost selection 
rule, where t9 is the computed answer substitution and B is the last resolvent. 
Given a derivation d, first(d) and last(d) (if d is finite) are, respectively, the first 
and the last goal of d. length(d) denotes the length of the derivation and clauses(d) 
denotes the sequence of clauses of d. Moreover, prejx(d) is the set of all derivations 
which are prefixes of d. By an abuse of notation, we denote a zero-length derivation 
of G by G itself. 
In the paper we use standard results on the ordinal powers tn of continuous functions 
on the complete lattices. Namely, given any monotonic operator T on (C, <), TTo 
:= u,,,, TTn, TTn + 1 := T(TTn), for n < o, and TfO:= lc, where lc is the least 
element of C. Moreover, if T is continuous its least fixpoint is Trw. 
We use lambda notation to denote partial functions by allowing expressions in 
lambda terms that are not always defined. Hence, a lambda expression h.E denotes 
a partial function which on input x assumes the value E[x] if the expression E[x] is 
defined, otherwise it is undefined. g := f [ "/'I denotes the function g such that g(x) = v 
and Vy # x. g(y) = f(v). Furthermore, I denotes the undefined element. For each set 
S we define J-CS and IUS=S. Note that 0 g1. 
3. Semantic domains 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the notions of SLD-resolution and SLD- 
tree [ 17, 11. We represent here, for notational convenience, SLD-trees as sets of deriva- 
tions. 
’ i.e., such that c, does not share any variable with Go, cl,. , Ci_1 
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(1) A set of derivations S is well-formed if and only if for any d E S we have 
prejx(d) C S. Each well-formed set where all the clauses used in derivations are 
in P is a representation of a family of partial SLD-trees of P. 
(2) We denote by WFS the complete lattice of well-formed sets of derivations, par- 
tially ordered by s. The maximal well-formed set of derivations of G in P is a 
representation of the SLD-tree of G in P. 
(3) A collection D is a partial function Goals - WFS such that, for every G E 
Goals, if D(G) is defined, then it is a well-formed set of derivations all starting 
from G. Formally, \Jd E D(G). jrst(d) = G. Hence, a collection is a function 
which associates to any goal G a (representation of) a partial SLD-tree of G in P. 
A pure collection is a collection defined only for pure atomic goals. 
(4) Cc is the domain of all the collections ordered by E, where D L D’ if and only 
if VG. D(G) CD’(G). The partial order on @ formalizes the evolution of the 
computation process. It is easy to prove that (C, C) is a complete lattice. PC is 
the sub-lattice of all pure collections. 
The goal we want to achieve is to develop a denotation modeling partial SLD-trees. 
We follow the approach in [2], by defining a “syntactic” semantic domain (interpreta- 
tion). Our modeling of partial SLD-trees is similar to the basic denotation defined in 
terms of clauses in [lo]. 
In order for the semantics not to depend upon variable names and on the specific 
unification algorithm, we define the equivalence module enhanced variance EC on 
collections. Namely, D ~c D’ if and only if, for any G, there exists a variant G’ 
of G such that, if D(G) is defined, then D’(G’) is defined and, for any d E D(G), 
there exists d’ E D’(G’), such that clauses(d) E cZauses(d’) and vice versa. Hence, 
derivations with a different choice of the mgu and of the new variables introduced by 
the renaming apart operation are equivalent modulo enhanced variance. 
Definition 1. An interpretation 1 (@-interpretation) is a pure collection modulo en- 
hanced variance. We denote by 0~ the set of interpretations. ([I@, L) is a complete 
lattice with the induced quotient order. 
Note that in interpretations the enhanced variance relation allows us to abstract w.r.t. 
the variables occurring in the initial goals of any collection. 
4. Denotational semantics of SLDderivations 
We start with some notation. We denote the equivalence class (modulo enhanced 
variance) of a collection (T by CJ itself. Moreover, any interpretation I of Oc is implicitly 
considered also as an arbitrary collection obtained by choosing an arbitrary representa- 
tive of 1. All the semantic operators that we use on interpretations are independent of 
the choice of the representative. Therefore, we can define any operator on UC in terms 
of its counterpart defined on @, independently from the choice of the representative. 
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All the definitions are independent from the choice of the syntactic object. To simplify 
the notation, we denote the corresponding operators on 0~ and C by the same name. 
Several denotational semantics have been defined for logic programs (see, for ex- 
ample, [7, 12, 131). The main differences w.r.t. the above definitions are that we do 
not consider the PROLOG search rule and that our denotations model &CD-derivations 
rather than just computed answers. 
We define the denotational semantics inductively on the following syntax of logic 
programs (the syntactic structure of atoms is not defined). 
QUERY :I= GOAL in PROG 
GOAL I:= q 1 ATOM, GOAL 
PROG :I= 8 ( (CLAUSE) u PROG 
CLAUSE :I= ATOM + GOAL 
The semantic functions are 
9 : QUERY-C, 
9 : GOAL - (Oc --) a=), cd: ATOM - (I@ + a=), 
9 : PROG - (Oc -+ O,), 97 : CLAUSE - (UC + 0,) 
and are defined in terms of the semantic operators ., x, w, C defined in Section 4.2. 
The choice of the semantic operators is induced by syntactic operations, due to the 
compositional nature of definitions in the denotational style. The informal meaning of 
the operators is the following. The operator s “solves” an atomic goal A into an in- 
terpretation I. The operator x computes the conjunction of two interpretations. The 
operator w computes the interpretation obtained by replacement. The operator C com- 
putes the non-deterministic union of a class of interpretations. Note that when the class 
is finite we use the infix notation +. Finally, the function c#J~; is the collection of the 
empty goal and tree maps clauses to collections. 
where IfpS[P] means Ifp,,l.Z.zI.B[[P],. 
The last definition (5) evaluates to the (collection mapping the pure version of the 
head of the clause to the) one-step derivation using the clause p(t) t B followed by 
all (suitably renamed) derivations starting with B obtained by composition from 1. 
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cl: ap([l, Xs, Xs). 
c-2: ap(IX I Xsl, Ys, IX IZsl) :- ap(Xs, Ys, Zs). 
Fig. 1. The append program. 
Example 2. Consider the (well-known append) program P of Fig. 1 and the goal 
G := q([a],[I],x),ap(n,[h],z). Then the denotation of G in P is 
Then, since 
V]dw(x, y,z)) = 
i 
aAx, YJ), 
aP(x y z) WI l~Y/W/~~, q 
, 2 
aA[l,hv) ’ 
IfpW?(a~(x~y~z)) = 
i 
af+,y7), az+,y,z) 
bd[ 12 Y/VT z/u) $ q 
aPcrl o uj , 
, 3 
~~/l[~l~l~Y/~~~/~~l~l~ b 
aP(x’y’z) ap([Zlu],t,[Zlu]) --f ap(u,t,v) ap(u’t’u)’ 
~~/r~l~l~Y/~~~/~~l~l~ 
ap(x’y’z) ap([Zlu], t,[Z\v]) + ap(u,t, 0) 
+ 
‘p(” t’v) 
{u/L 13 t/w, dw), q 
d[l,w,w) ’ 
the following hold: 
(aNal Uld~ &@UPl)(aNal, [4,x)) = prefix 
( 
MaI, [W) 
~x/W4 4M, y/I IT44 
ap([rlyl, UT [+I) + ap(y, hw) 
, aPcL ], ~zlw~ bW1, WI, q 
ap([ I, t, t> 
. . . 
Uprefix ( ~~/~~lYl~~/~~l~~/~~l~l~ *ap(x’[hl’z)ap([Z~y],t,[Zlv]) c ap(y,t,v) 
ap( y [h] v) {v/L I? ~/Wl~ ahI1 ) q 7 > 
ad I, w u) 1 
u . . . 
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{o’lk fJ’l[ 7, ~‘/r~l,4wl) 
up([o’~u’], ’, [o’js’l) +- ap(v’, u’,s’) 
>& 1, [hl, sf) {t’lP4 s’/@lI , 
w([l,t’,t’) q 1 
4.1. Basic operators on derivations 
In order to define the semantic operators we first need to define three auxiliary 
operations on derivations. Such operators will be used later to define the semantics 
operations on interpretations. The first operation formalizes the concatenation of two 
derivations, the second computes the instantiation of a derivation, and finally the third 
defines the AND-compositional conjunction of two derivations. These are the formal 
definitions. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Let dr, d2 be derivations such that lust(di) =Jir.st(dl) and var(dl)nuar(d2) = 
uar(first(dz )). Then di :: dz denotes the concatenation of dt and dz. 
Let d := Gh -$ . . ” ck CL be a derivation and y be an idempotent substitution 
such that var(GAy) n oar(cZuuses(d)) = 0. Then a,,(d) := Gs -$ ‘. -$+ Gh where 
. Go := GAy and 
. for any 0 -C i < k, if Gi_i = (A, Gj) and ci = H +- B then (if an mgu exists) 
6i := m&A, H) and Gi := (B, Ci)Si. 
Note that a,(d) is the derivation obtained by applying the substitution y toJirst(d) 
and attempting to build as long a derivation as possible (until failure to find mgu 
impedes it) using the same clauses as in d. Thus, in particular h<k. 
Let di:=Gi% .e.-$+ CL, dz be derivations such that G[ = $rst(dZ) and 
uar(di) n uar(dz) = uar(GA) n wr(G{). Then di A dz is defined as follows: 
if Gi # q then di A dz:=(G&Gt) % ..-+ (G&G{&...&), otherwise is 
( 
(G&G;) 3 ... + G;& .. -&) ::&,...,,(d~). Note that di Ad, is the deriva- 
tion obtained by adding (a suitable instantiation of) the goal firSt(d2) to each goal 
in di and then (if di is a refutation) attempting to build as long a derivation as 
possible using the same clauses as in d2. 
The constraints on the variables of derivations are used to avoid variable name clashes 
in the clauses. Moreover, note that for any choice of the mgu used in the construction 
of the derivations, the results are equivalent modulo variance. 
The following lemma states that the above operations are well defined. 
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Lemma 3. Let dl and dZ be derivations and y be an idempotent substitution. Then 
the following properties hold. 
(1) If dl :: dZ is defined then dl :: dZ is a derivation. 
(2) rfi3,(dl) is dejned, then &(d,) is a derivation. 
(3) If dl A d2 is dejned then dl adz is a derivation. 
Lemma 4. Let dl, dZ and d3 be derivations and y be an idempotent substitution. Then 
the following holds: 
(1) V$(dl A&) and a,(&)Ad,(d ) 2 are defined then &(dl A d2) = &,(d,)r\ i$,(dz). 
(2) if(dl r\dz)Ad, and dl A(dzAd3) are de$ned then (dl Ad,)Ad, = dl A(dzAd3). 
4.2. Basic operators on collections 
Let D, D1 and D2 be collections in @, G be a goal and A be an atom. 
The void collection 4 is the collection AG.1, i.e., the undefined function. 
The identity collection Idc is the collection of zero-length derivations for each goal, 
i.e., AC.(G), while the pure identity collection Ido is the collection Jp(x).{p(x)}. 
Moreover, C#IC denotes the collection $I [ {G}/G]. 2 
The instantiation of D with A is 
A-D:=c$[~/~] where 
S := {a,(d) ( S’ is a renamed apart (from A) version of D(A’), for 
some A’ <A, d E S’ and there exists y such that 
A =jrst(d)y}. 
The product of D1 and 02 is 
DI x 02 := lG.{dl Adz ) (Gl,Gz) = G and for i = 1,2, G,! E Gi,di is a 
renamed version of an element in Di(G,l), such that 
Gi =first(di) and dl A d2 is defined}. 
The (compatible) extension of DI by 9 is 
D1 w 02 := jlG.D,(G) U {dl :: d2 ) dl E D,(G), G2 s lust(dl) and d2 is a 
The w operator is extensive on the first argument, i.e., D1 C D1 w D2. 
The sum of a class {Dj}iEJ is 
renamed version of an element in D2(G2), 
such that dl :: d2 is defined}. 
C{Dj}ic,, := IG. U Dj( G). 
jCJ 
* Note that the void collection, viewed as a set of ordered pairs, is just the empty set and 4~ is just the 
singleton {(G, {G})}. 
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Note that 3 D1 !& D2 # D1 + DZ = D2 and that the lub operation on (C, &) coincides 
with C. 
The tree operation maps clauses to collections. Indeed, every clause c := p(t) t B 
can be viewed as the “one step” interpretation (collection) 
pee(c) := 4 {P(x)3P(x)Y Bl 
[ I I p(x) , 
where x is a tuple of new distinct variables. Moreover, tree can be extended to pro- 
grams simply as tree(P) := C{tree(c)}C,P. 
Note that =c is a congruence w.r.t. ., x, w and C because of the renaming apart 
property and the “collecting” nature of these operations. Furthermore, given D, D’ E @, 
if D -_a: D’ then 
lfA~Atorns.A.D=A.D’. (6) 
5. Operational semantics 
The operational semantics of queries in the program P can be described in terms of 
the following transition system Y := (C, A). Since we want the rules of Y to depend 
on properties of well-formed sets, rather than on the structure of a single derivation 
step, we can use the rule 
D E @. D # D w su(tree(P)) 
DADcasu(tree(P)) ’ 
where, for any pure collection D, 
(7) 
MD) := C{(A . D> x Zdc)~~~toms. (8) 
Note that su(D) can be viewed as the sequential unfolding of the pure collection D and 
it is closed under renaming and under instantiation, since we consider all the possible 
evaluations of D. Note that we use the construction . x Ida: to allow the construction 
9 ca su(tree(P)) to extend all derivations in the range of D whose last goal leftmost 
atom matches the head of a clause in P. 
The initial states of 5 are all the collections of SLD-derivations of length zero, 
while the jinal states are the collections of SLD-refutations and finite failures. 
As the intuition suggests, the transition system Y defines the usual notion of SLD- 
derivation. The formal statement is given in Theorem 5. The specificity of this transition 
system is due to the fact that we have defined it using the same semantic operators 
used in the denotational dgfinition. 
3 Remember that + is an infix notation for C when applied to finite classes, e.g. D1 + 02 := C(D1 ,Dz}. 
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Since we are interested in all the SLD-derivations of a query G in P, we define its 
behavior as 
.%[G in P] := c{D ) 4~ A*D}, (9) 
where 1-5 * is the reflexive and transitive closure of A. The behavior (modulo 
variance) of a query is the operational semantics of the query. As we will see in 
the following (Corollary 23) every query has equivalent operational and denotational 
semantics. 
Theorem 5. Let P be a program and G be a goal. Then 
Proof. To prove the theorem it is sufficient to show that, for any collection D and any 
goal G, such that D I-% D w su(tree(P)), d E (D w su(tree(P)))(G)\D(G) if and 
only if d = G % . -.-$+ (I&G’)+ (B’,G’)cr, where d = G 3 ...% (A,G’) E 
D(G), c’ = p(C) +- B’ is a renamed apart (w.r.t. d) version of a clause c E P and 
B = mgu(A, p(t’)). The proof follows then by definition of g’l[G in PI, by definition of 
derivation and by a straightforward inductive argument. We prove the two implications 
separately. 
(only if) By definition of SU, w and since su(D) is closed under renaming, there ex- 
81 ists a derivation d = G --+ . . . liJ” c,. (A, G’) E D and there exists a non-null derivation 
dt E ((A . tree(P)) x C$Q )CkA, G’) such that 
d = d :: dt and var(d) 0 var(dt) = uar(A, G’). (10) 
By definition of x, there exists 
dz E (A . tree(P))(A)\(A) such that dt = dz A G’. (11) 
Moreover, by definition of . and tree, d2 = d,(d,), where d, = p(x) cp ‘x’rp’ BP, 
c = p(t) +- B E P, x is a tuple of new distinct variables, var(A) n var(cp) = 
8 and ?/ is an idempotent substitution such that A = p(x)y. Then, by definition of 
d and since d2 # A, d2 = A &t Bps, where c = mgu(A, p(t)p). Moreover, by 
(10) and (1 l), var(d) n uar(cp) = 0. Then, by (11) and by definition of A, dt = 
(A, G’) -$ Bpo, G’o. Hence, d = G % . . $ (A, G’) -$ (Bp, G’)o. Now, to 
complete it is sufficient to observe that cp is a renamed apart (w.r.t. d) version of 
c E P. 
(If) By definition of derivation, uar(c’) n var(A) = 8. Then, by definition of 3, there 
{x/r’} 
exists dr = 8,(p(x)-_t B’), where x is a tuple of new distinct variables and y 
is an idempotent subs&ion such that A = p(x)?. Moreover, by definition of tree 
and ., dl E (A . tree(c))(d). Therefore, since c E P, by definition of tree and since 
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is monotonic, dr E (A tree(P))(A). Then, by definition of x, d’ = di A G’ = 
(A, G’) G (B’a, G’a) E ((A. tree(P)) x Zda,)(A, G’) = su(tree(P))(A, G’). Moreover, 
by definition of derivation, uar(d)~var(d’) = m&4, G’). Then to prove the theorem it 
is sufficient to observe that, by definition of w, since d E D(G) and last(d) =$rst(d’), 
d = d :: d’ E (D w su(free(P)))(G). q 
6. The program denotation 
From the notion of query behavior, we can define the behavior of a program as the 
collection C{@[G in P]}cJ=c,,I,. This collection can be viewed as a program denota- 
tion but we can define a better top-down program denotation. This can be obtained4 
by collecting onZy the behaviors for all pure atomic goals, i.e., the behaviors of the 
procedures with no constraints on the inputs. This yields a compact denotation which 
is a finite-domain function (that may give infinite results). 
The top-down SLD-derivations denotation of a program P is the interpretation 
(12) 
This can be viewed as a program denotation, since it is the semantics of the program 
as a set of definite clauses (or a set of procedure definitions). 
Using standard techniques it can be proved that Y[Z’] is continuous, hence we can 
define the jixpoint denotation of the program P as the interpretation 9--j[Pj := IfpqP]. 
In the following, we will prove that F[P] and OljP] are equivalent. 
Program denotations are strictly related to program equivalences. We define the 
equivalence z of two programs PI, P2 as the equivalence of the behaviors of the two 
programs, i.e., 
PI M P2 w VG E Goals.BI[G in PI] = B[G in Pz]. 
Now, we give two definitions to relate program equivalences to denotations. Let 9’[P] 
be a program denotation and - be a program equivalence. Then 
(1) Y is correct w.r.t. N if 9JPI] = Y[P2j ==+ P1 N P2, 
(2) Y is minimal w.r.t. N if PI - P2 ==+ F[Pl] = Y[P2]. 
In the following (Corollary 12), we will prove that cO[P]l (and F[P]) is correct and 
minimal w.r.t. M. 
7. Semantic properties of SLD-derivations 
We show that the program denotation O[P] has several interesting properties, which 
can all be viewed as compositionality properties. The first compositionality result 
is Theorem 11 which shows that the semantic function $3 is compositional w.r.t. 
4 Essentially because of Theorem 11 
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procedure calls (atomic goals) and composition (conjunction) inside goals (AND- 
compositionality). 
Lemma 6. Let D,, D2,Ds E C. Then, 
(l)Dl x(D~xD~)=(DI xD2)xD3 
(2) IfD3 5 D2 then D1 w (02 w 03) = (01 w Dz) w D3. 
Proof. The proof of (1) follows by (2) of Lemma 4 and by definition of x . To prove 
(2), first of all observe that, by definition of w, for any D1, D2, D3 E @, (01 ca 02) w 
D3 = D1 w ((02 w 03) + 03). Moreover, if D3 & 02 then 03 C D2 w D3. Then, 
since + is the lub operation on @, (02 w 03) + 03 = D2 w D3 and, therefore, 
DI w((D~wD~)+D~)=D~ w(DzwD3). 0 
By Lemma 6 and by a straightforward inductive argument, we have that, for any n > 2 
and D E C. 
D w (D w (. . . w D)) = ((D w D) w . . .) w D. (13) 
-- 
n n 
Therefore, we can omit the parentheses in such formulae. Given a pure collection D, 
we denote by sun(D) the collection5 
su(D) w . . . w su(D) . 
-- 
Lemma 7. ., x and w distributes over sums in (C,C). 
Proof. We have to prove that, for any {Dj}jcJ C @ and D E C, C{Dj w D}jEJ = 
(C{Dj}jcJ) w D and D w (C{Di}jE_,) = C{D W Dj}jeJ. Analogously for . and X. 
The proof is straightforward by observing that w, . and x are defined by collecting 
the results of operations defined on single derivations. 0 
Since the lub operation on (C, 5) coincides with C, a straightforward consequence 
is that ., x and w are continuous (and monotonic) on (C, &). 
Lemma 8. Let A be an atom, D E PC, D’,D” E C and G be a goal. Then 
(1) A . (D’ w W(D)) = (A . D’) w su(D). 
(2) (D’ w su(D)) x & C (D’ x &) w su(D). 
(3) If D’ w su(D) = D’ then (D’ x D”) w su(D) = D’ x (D” w su(D)). 
Corollary 9. Let P be a program and G a goal. Then 
(1) &J[G in P] = q5 G w ~{%(tree(P)))@O. 
(2) CogPI = (Ido w C{Mtree(P>)),~~) /_. 
5 Note that ml(D) := m(D) and we assume that sue(D) := Cp. 
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Proof. We prove (1) and (2) separately. 
(1) We use the notation D Afl D’ to denote that the collection D results in the 
collection D’ with at most n transition steps A. First of all, note that, by definition 
of A, given a collection D, c{D’ 1 D AID’} = D w su(tree(P)). By Lemma 7 it 
follows that, for any {Di}jgJ C @, 
C{C{D’ 1 Dj &‘D’}}~EJ = C{Dj w su(tree(P))}j,J 
= C{Dj}jE_/ w su( tree(P)). (14) 
We prove (by induction on n) that C{D’ 1 D F-%~ D’) = D w su,( tree(P)). For n = 0, 
C{D’ ( D +f-+‘D’} = D = D w suo(tree(P)). For n > 0 the following facts hold: 
x(0’ ( D A"D'} (by definition of I%“) 
= C{D’ 1 D ?J-’ D”, D” I--%’ D’} (by set theory) 
= C{C{D’ 1 D”A’D’} ( Ddk-ID”} (by (14)) 
= C{D” / D An-l D”} w su(tree(P)) 
= (D w su,_l (tree(P))) w su( tree(P)) 
= D WI su,( tree(P)) 
(by inductive hypothesis) 
(by Lemma 6 (2)) 
Finally, 
&?[G in P] (by definition) 
= C{D I 4~ A*@ (by definition of A*) 
= C{C{D ) 4~ A”D}}n,o (by previous result) 
= x{$G w su,(tree(P))},>o (by Lemma 7). 
= +G w ~{~~dt~~~(f?)h~O 
(2) The following facts hold: 
= C{gUp(n> in Pl/_)p(x)t~~lo~~ (by definition) 
= (C{S?[p(x) in P~}p~x~E~oa~s I/=. ( 6, since -_a3 is a congruence w.r.t. C 
= (C{$p~~) w C{su,(tree(P))},$O}p(x)EGoals) /=, (by (1) above) 
= (~{~p(dp(xEGoal.s c-4 C{wdtredP))).30) /=, (Lemma 7) 
= (Zdt w ~{su,(tree(P))},20) /Gc (by definition of Id,). 0 
The following (technical) corollary follows by Lemmas 8, 6 and a straightforward 
inductive argument. 
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Corollary 10. Let A be an atom, G be a goal, D E PC and D’,D” E C. Then, for 
any n>O, 
(1) A . (D’ w sun(D)) = (A .D’) ix sun(D). 
(2) (D’ w sun(D)) x 4c C (D’ x 6G) W WAD>. 
(3) If D’ w sun(D) = D’ then (D’ x D”) w sun(D) = D’ x (D” w w,(D)). 
Essentially, because of Corollary 10 we can always reconstruct an SLD-tree for a 
generic (non-pure and non-atomic) goal from the SLD-trees of pure atoms. 
Theorem 11. Let A be an atom, Cl and Gz be goals and P be a program. Then 
(1) BjAinP]=A.O[P]. 
(2) B[(G,, G2) in PI = ~?([GI in PI x BUG2 in P]. 
Proof. We prove (1) and (2) separately. 
(1) The following equalities hold: 
S?,BA in P] 
= 4,4 w C{wdtree(P)))n20 (by Corollary 9 (1)) 
= (A . Id,) w C{su,(tree(P))},ao (by definition of and Id,) 
= A . (Ido w C{sun(tree(P))},20) (by Corollary 10 and Lemma 7) 
Finally, since (by 6) 3~ is a congruence w.r.t. . and by Corollary 9, A . (Id, w 
C{mdfMP))},20o) = A . o[PB. 
(2) First of all, note that, for any goal G and any n ~0, 
B[G in P]I w su,(tree(P)) 
= (#% W C{sz.4k(tree(P))}ka0) w su,(tree(P)) (by Corollary 9) 
= 4c w ~{suk(tree(P)) w su,(tree(P))},+&o (by Lemmata 6 and 7) 
= 4~ w C-C.w(tree(P)))~~O (by (13)) 
= B[G in P] (by Corollary 9) 
Now, we prove the two inclusions of the theorem separately. 
(5): In this case the following facts hold. 
= (4Gl x $G2> w ~{~%(tree(P)))fi~O 
(by Corollary 9 (1) and by definition of x ) 
C (@[Cl in P] x +G2) w ~{wdtree(f’))},~O 
(since x and w are monotonic and &, 5 B[Gl in P]) 
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= B’I[Gl in q x (4G w ~{w2(tre4P))},>o) 
(by previous observation, Corollary 10 (3) and Lemma 7) 
= @[Cl inP] x .%)j[G2 inP] (by Corollary 9). 
(7): The following facts hold. 
a[Gi in P] x B[Gz in P] 
= (~‘IIGI in P] x 4G2) ~4 C{%(tree(P))}fl~o 
(by repeating previous steps) 
= ((@Cl w C{w(free(P))}k20) x dG2) w C{wdfYee(P))).~O 
(by Corollary 9) 
g ((~GI x $C;) w ~{~~k(~~~@)>h20) w C{wd~=‘@))),20 
(by Corollary lO(2) and Lemma 7) 
F @[(GI, G2) iaP]I w C{Mtr4P))},~a 
(by definition of x and by Point 1 of Corollary 9) 
= S#G,, G,) inP] 
(by Lemma 7 and by previous observation). 0 
From Theorem 11 we can immediately derive that, for any atom A, goal G and pro- 
gram P, 
B[oinP]I=@~j, (15) 
B[(A, G) in P] = (A . O([P]) x SQG in P]. (16) 
The above closure property of 0 w.r.t. g allows us to show that the denotation 0 is 
correct and minimal w.r.t. M. 
Corollary 12. Let PI and PZ be two programs. Then PI M PZ w COI[PI] = O[P2]. 
Proof. The proof of the implication + is straightforward by definition of M and of 
0. The proof of the other implication is by contradiction. Assume that P1 $ P2 and 
@[PI] = 0[P2]. By definition of z, there exists G E Goals such that a[G in PI] # 
g[G in P2j. Now the proof is by structural induction on G. 
G = q : Contradictory, since by (15), g[o in PI] = c$~ = S?[o in Pz]. 
G = (A, G’): By (16) two cases arise. If A . OIPp,]l # A . 0[P2], OIPl] # 01[P2] and 
this contradicts the hypothesis. 
Otherwise a[G in P,lJ # SQG’ in P2] and then, by inductive hypothesis, we have a 
contradiction. Cl 
Using the replacement operator we can define a semantic operator k~ which computes 
the OR-composition of two denotations. Namely, given Dl, 02 E PC, D1 ND2 := [Dl + 
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02]* where [D]* is the least solution of the equation [D]* = Zdt + ([D]* w W(D)). 
Theorem 15 shows the OR-compositionality property of 6[Z’], i.e., the compositionality 
w.r.t. the U operator. First, we need the following (technical) lemma. 
Lemma 13. Let D, D’ E PC. Then su(D w su(D’)) C m(D) ca su(D’). 
Proof. The following facts hold: 
su(D w su(D’)) 
= C{(A CD ~4 MD’))) x ~&)~~~torns 
(by definition of SU) 
= C{((A .D) w MD’)) x C{~G}GEG~~~.~}AEA~~~.~ 
(by Lemma 8( 1) and by definition of Zdc) 
= C{C{((A *D) w su(D’)) x ~G)GEG~~~~}AEAW~.~ 
(by Lemma 7) 
5 c{c{((A .D) X 6G) W SU(D’))GEG~~~~}AEA~~~~ 
(by Lemma 8(2)) 
= C{(A .D) x ~{~G)GEG~~~~~AEA~~~~ w SUP’) 
(by Lemma 7) 
= m(D) w su(D’) 
(by definition of Id@ and of su). 0 
Corollary 14. Let D, D’ E PC. Then, for any k 30, su(D w suk(D’)) L w(D) w 
suk(D’). 
Proof. If k = 0, by definition of w and since suo(D’) = 4, su(D w 4) = m(D) = 
m(D) w 4. Otherwise the proof is by induction on k > 0. 
First of all note that, by definition of suk, su(D W suk(D’)) = su(D W (suk_I(D’) W 
su(D’))) and, for k > 1, su(D’) C suk_,(D’). Then by Lemma 6, D w suk(D’) = (D w 
Suk__I(D’)) w su(D’). This result trivially holds also for k = 1. To conclude 
su(D W SU@)) 
= su((D w suk_-I(D’)) w su(D’)) (by previous result) 
C su(D w suk_1(D’)) w su(D’) (by Lemma 13) 
C (m(D) w suk_I(D’)) w su(D’) (by inductive hypothesis) 
= m(D) w suk(D’) (by previous result). 0 
Theorem 15. Let PI and P2 be programs. Then OIPi u Pz] = @[PI] &I O[P2]. 
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Proof. By definition of &I, cO[lPiJikU O[P2] = [OI[Pt]1+ O[P21]*. Since IID(c is a complete 
lattice and by [.I* definition, [D]* = @(X’D) = X’oTo = C{#crn},,>,c, where 
yi”o : PC --f PC is the continuous function XD(D’) = Ido + (D’ w su(D)). First of 
all, we prove by induction that, for any n3 1, 2~Tn = Zdr w su,_i(D). Then, by 
Lemma 7, [D]* = Ido w ~{su,(D)},~o. 
n = 1: Xofl = XoD(q!J) = Zdr + (4 w SU(D)) = Id, = Id, w sue(D). 
n > 1: The following hold: 
= 3?~(X’~rn - 1) (by definition of Tn) 
= J$?~(Z~O w sun-i(D)) (by inductive hypothesis) 
= Ido + ((Zdr w sun-i(D)) w su(D)) (by definition of 2~) 
= Zdr + (Zdr w sun(D)) (by Lemma 6) 
= Zdr w sun(D) (since w is extensive). 
Now, to prove the theorem, we have to prove that ~{su,(tree(P1 U P2))},,30 = 
~{mz~q~In + qP2~)h~O. w e P rove the two inclusions separately. 
(C): First of all observe that, since (for any program P) tree(P) is a pure collection, 
tree(P) C Zdr w su(tree(P)) & O[PJ, Then, by definition of tree, tree(PI U Z’2) = 
tree(P,) + tree(P2) g Ul[P,] + cO[P2] and therefore, since . and x are monotonic, 
su(tree(PI uP2)) C su(OIPI]+OIP~]). Then, since w is also monotonic, for any n30, 
wAtree(P1 U p2)) L wd~[P~] + oUp2]). 
(7): We prove (by induction on h) that, for any derivation d, if there exists h 20 
such that d E su~(OIPl]+OIPz])(G) then there exists k 20 such that d E suk(tree(P1 U 
P2))(G). If h = 0 simply choose k = 0. Otherwise let h > 0 and observe that, by 
definition of SU,, and by Lemma 6, 
SU~~P~~ + qp2n) = ~~~-do~p~~ + qp2n) w wqpln + qp2n). (17) 
We have two possibilities. If d E suh_-1(0[P,J + @[Z%])(G) then, by inductive hy- 
pothesis, there exists k 20 such that d E suk(tree(P1 U Pz))(G) and then the theorem 
follows. 
Otherwise, by definition of w, by (17) and since su(S[Pij + O[P,]) is closed under 
renaming, d = dl :: d2, where di E suh_~(cO[Pl] + Lo[[p,~)(G), lust(dl) = B and 
d2 6 (4qplj + qp2j))(m. 
By inductive hypothesis, there exists m 3 0 such that 
(18) 
di E su,(tree(P, U Pz))(G). (19) 
Now note that, by Lemma 7, su(B[Pi] + cO[P2]) = su(O[P1]) +su(O[P~j) and therefore, 
by ( 18), d2 E (su( O[Pl])+su(Ol[P2]))(B). Now assume, without loss of generality, that 
d2 E su(B[Pi]I)(B). Then, by (2) of Corollary 9, by Lemma 7 and since tree(P1) C 
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tree(P1 U Pz), there exists 120 such that 
dZ E su(ldt w sul(tree(Pl)))(B) C su(Zdo w sq(tree(P1 U Pz)))(B). (20) 
Moreover, by Corollary 14 and since su(ldt) & Idc, su(Zdo w sq(tree(P1 U P2))) L 
su(Zd0) w sul(tree(Pl U P2)) C Idc w sur(tree(P1 U Pz)). 
By the previous result and by (20), d2 E (Id@ w sur(tree(P, U Pz)))(B) and there- 
fore, by (19) and since d = dl :: d2, d E (su,(tree(Pl U P2)) cd (Id, w sq(tree(P1 U 
Pz))))(G). Finally, note that, by definition of w, for any D E @, Zdc w D = Id@ + D 
and D w Id@ = D. Then, by (13) and since w is additive and extensive, d E 
(su,(tree(Pl U Pz)) w sur(tuee(P1 U Pz)))(G) = su,+/(tree(Pl U Pz))(G). 0 
In Theorem 21 we will prove that the top-down and the bottom-up denotations 
are indeed equivalent, which implies (by Theorem 11) the equivalence between the 
denotational and the operational semantics. 
In the following, to simplify the notation, given a pure collection D, we denote by 
pu(D), pu,(D) and pu”(D), respectively, the collections 6 
PQ) := C{~[GID)~~~o~rS, (21) 
pu,(D) := pu(D) w . . . w pu(D), (22) 
pu”(D) := pu(D w p;(D w pu(. . .))). (23) 
n 
Note that pu(D) can be viewed as the parallel unfolding of the pure collection D and 
(analogously to su(D)) it is closed under renaming and under instantiation, since we 
consider all the possible evaluations of D. It is interesting to note that the operators su 
and pu enjoy some closure properties. Namely, given a pure collection D the following 
properties hold. 
l If d is a renamed version of an element d’ E su(D)(G), by using a renaming p, 
then d E su(D)(Gp). The same holds for pu. 
l Using Lemma 4, it is easy to check that, for any idempotent substitution y, goal 
G and derivation d, such that 8,(d) is defined, d E su(D)(G) implies a,(d) E 
su(D)(Gy). Moreover, if d E su(D)(Gy) and var(d)nvar(G) C uar(Gy), there exists 
a derivation d’ E su(D)(G) such that cZauses(d’) = clauses(d) and d = d,(d’). The 
same for holds pu. 
Using the definition of pu(D) we can replace the definition (5) of %? by the equation 
‘%[lc], = tree(c) w pu(I) and it is easy to check that 
YplPjl = Ido + (tree(P) w pu(I)). (24) 
The proof of the equivalence between the denotational and the operational semantics 
is mainly achieved by proving that the parallel unfolding can be simulated by the 
‘Note that pul(D) := pu’(D) := pu(D) an d we assume that puo(D) := pu”(D) := 4. 
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sequential one. Corollary 17 proves a form of associativity of the parallel unfolding 
which reverses from bottom-up to top-down. Lemma 18 then states that a step of 
sequential unfolding can be safely replaced by a step of parallel unfolding and that the 
parallel unfolding of a (finite) goal can be simulated by (a finite number of steps of) 
the sequential unfolding. 
Lemma 16. Let D, D’ E PC and h 2 0. Then 
(1) pu(D) w pu(D’) L pu(D w PUP’)). 
(2) pu’(D) C C{P~D)}R>O. 
Corollary 17. Let D E PC. Then ~{~z@(D)}~~~ = C{~ZQ(D)}~~~. 
Proof. The inclusion C is straightforward by Lemma 16. For the other inclusion we 
prove (by induction on n) that, for any n>O, pun(D) 5 pun(D). If n = 0, by definition, 
pu’(D) = 4 = puo(D). Otherwise the following hold: 
pun(D) 
= P(D) w pun-l(D) (by (22) and (13)) 
E pu(D) w PC’(D) (by inductive hypothesis and since w is monotonic) 
E pu(D w pu”-‘(D)) (by Lemma 16) 
= pu”(D) (by (23)). 0 
Lemma 18. Let D E PC. Then 
(1) m(D) C pu(D + MO). 
(2) PU(D) rr I& + ~{MD)},ao. 
Corollary 19. Let D E PC. Then 
C{P&& + D)l h>o = I& + ~{sQ(D)}~>o. 
Proof. The inclusion 7 is straightforward by Corollary 17 and by (1) of Lemma 18. 
For the other inclusion we prove (by induction on h) that, for any h > 0, puh(ld~ +D) C 
14 + C-&w(D)) k2@ Then the hypothesis follows by Corollary 17. 
h = 0: Straightforward, since puo(Zd~ + D) = 4. 
h = 1: Straightforward by (2) of Lemma 18. 
h > 1: Let G be a goal and d E pu~,(ld~ + D)(G). By (22) and (2) of Lemma 6, 
d E (puh__~ (Ido + D) w pu(ld~ + D))(G). If d E pu~_i(Hd~ + D)(G) then the thesis 
follows by inductive hypothesis (and definition of L). Otherwise, by definition of w, 
we can assume that 
d = d, :: dz, where d, E p~h_~(Id~ + D)(G), 
last(&) = B # q and d2 E pu(k!~ + D)(B). (25) 
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By inductive hypothesis, dr E (I& + C{SU~(D)}~~~)(G) and then there exists na0 
such that 
dl E (NC + m@))(G). (26) 
Moreover, by (2) of Lemma 18 and by (25), d2 E (Zdc + (~{su~(Zdt + D))}kaO)(B) 
and, therefore, there exists m 2 0 such that 
& E WC + (wn(Zdo + D)))(W. (27) 
Now observe that, by Lemma 7 and since Zdc = su(Zdt)+~#~ su(Zdo+D) = su(Zddo)+ 
su(D) = Zdc + m(D). Then (since QD E CD w Id@ = D, Ida, ca D = Zdc + D) 
Zdc + (su,(Zdo + 0)) = Ida: + ~{~u~(D)}k~~ + C{Zda, + .sz~(D)}~<~. Then (since 
VD E @, k <k’.w(D) C SW(D)) we obtain Zdc + (su,(Zd, + D)) = Zdc + sum(D) 
and therefore, by (27), d2 E (Ida: + s&D))(B). Then the following hold: 
d 
E (W&z + m(D)) w Uda: + w,t(D)))(G) 
(by (25), by definition of w, by (26) and last result) 
= (Z& + (MD) w Zdc) + @n(D) w sum(D)))(G) 
(by Lemma 7 and since w is extensive) 
= (Zdc + sun(D) w sum(D))(G) 
(since QD E C. D w Ida, = D and since w is extensive) 
= (Z& + sun+,,@))(G) 
(by (13) 
C(Z& + C{.%(D))kz-o)(G) 
(by definition of C). 0 
Note that, by (21), by (8) and by definition of w, + and Ido, for any D E [FDC, 
Zdj + D = Zddo w pu(D) = Id, w su(D). (28) 
Coronary 20. For ~vprwrum P, F([P] = (Zdo+tree(P)) w C{pu”(Zdo+tree(P))},20. 
Proof. First of all recall that LY’[P] is continuous and d, is the bottom of C. We will 
prove (by induction on n) that, for any n > 0, p’[[P]Tn = (Zd,+tree(P)) w pun-‘(Zd, + 
tree(P)). Then, by definition of F[P], F;[P] = C{S’[P]IT~I},~~ = C{(Zdb+tree(P)) w 
pu”(Zdo + tree(P)>} nao and then the thesis follows by Lemma 7. 
n = 1: By (24), Y[P]ll = Ido + (tree(P) w pu(4)) = Ido + tree(P) = (Ido + 
tree(P)) w pu’(Zdo + tree(P)). 
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n > 1: The following hold: 
= cqP]tn + 6qP]tn - 1 
(since g[P]ltn - 1 _C YI[P]tn) 
= (Id0 + (tree(P) w pu(Y[P]fn - 1))) + .CY’I[P]tn - 1 
(by definition of tn and (24)) 
= (tree(P) w pu(Y[P]Tn - 1)) + (Id0 w pu(S[P]tn - 1)) 
(by (28)) 
= (Zdt + tree(P)) w pu(Y[P]tn - 1) 
(by Lemma 7) 
= (IfIr + tree(P)) w pu((Zd0 + tree(P)) w p~“-~(Zd~ + tree(P))) 
(by inductive hypothesis) 
= (Id0 + tree(P)) w pu”-‘(Id0 + tree(P)) 
(by definition of pu”). 0 
Theorem 21. Let P be a program. Then OI[P] = R[PpD. 
Proof. By Corollaries 20 and 19, and since D w Id@ = D, 
Y[P] = (Ido + tree(P)) w C{pu”(Zdo + tree(P))},&0 
= (Zdo + tree(P)) w C{su,(tree(P))},>o. (29) 
Now, since tree(P) is a pure collection and by (28), Zdl+tree(P) = Ido ca su(tree(P)). 
Finally, by Lemma 6, by (29), by (2) of Corollary 9, and by a straightforward in- 
ductive argument, @---([PI = (Ido w su(tree(P))) ca C{su,(tree(P))},>o = Ido w 
~{.wdtreeV9)),~0 = qq. 0 
Now, we can show the OR-compositionality of the fixpoint denotation and the equiva- 
lence between the denotational and the operational semantics. The following corollary 
follows immediately from Theorems 21 and 15. 
Corollary 22. Let PI, P2 be programs. Then FIPl U P21) = F[P,]I kJ ,Y”([P2]. 
Corollary 23. For any goal G and program P, _S?[G in P] = B[G in P]. 
Proof. The proof is by structural induction on G. 
G = q : By definition of %, fl and Y and by (15), J.S![n in P] = C+I[O]I.~,~, = 4r 1 = 
L?iQo in PI. 
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G = (A, G’): The following equalities hold: 
S?[(A, G’) in P] 
= W4 G’N,,p, (by definition of 9 and of S) 
= JZ’[[A]I,,~, x Z![G’ in P] (by definition of 9 and 3) 
= JVl,IP, x BUG’ inP] (by inductive hypothesis) 
= (A. F[P]) x .!3[IG ’ in P] (by definition of ~2) 
= B[(A, G’) in P] (by Theorem 21 and by (16)). Cl 
8. Conclusions and future work 
As already mentioned in the introduction, our SLD-derivation semantics was de- 
fined as the collecting semantics of a framework for the systematic derivation of more 
abstract semantics, using the formal tools of abstract interpretation. The abstraction 
framework is described in [3] and, in more detail, in [4]. Due to the relation between 
the properties of the primitive semantic operators and the properties of the semantics, 
we can define a taxonomy of observables (abstractions). Each class in the taxonomy 
is characterized by a set of properties relating the primitive semantics operators and 
the Galois insertion which defines the observable. For each class we have 
l a methodology to automatically derive the “best” abstract semantics (transition sys- 
tem, denotational semantics or both), 
l the validity for the abstract semantics of some of the theorems which hold for the 
collecting semantics (equivalence between operational and denotational semantics, 
equivalence between top-down and bottom-up denotation, correctness, minimality 
and AND and OR compositionality). 
The new relevant issue which can be discussed in the abstraction framework is 
precision, i.e., how good is the abstract semantics w.r.t. the abstraction of the collecting 
semantics. We have therefore classes of precise observables, where we can reconstruct 
all the semantics discussed in [2], and classes of approximate observables, where we 
can reconstruct several domains proposed for program analysis (groundness, types, . . .). 
The abstraction framework has also been used as the semantic foundation of abstract 
diagnosis [5]. 
Let us finally note that, since our framework is based on standard operational and 
denotational semantic definitions, it can be adapted to other programming languages 
(especially extensions of logic programming). 
Appendix A. Technical proofs 
Throughout the appendix we need some technical results about properties of substi- 
tutions. Given a set of equations E := {SI = tl,. . . ,s, = tn}, a (most general) unifier of 
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E is a (most general) unifier of (81,. . . , s,) and (tt , . . . , t,,). An unifiable set of equations 
(terms) has an idempotent mgu. Well-known results on idempotent mgus state that, if 
19 is an idempotent mgu of a set of equations E, then 19 is a relevant unifier of E, i.e., 
uar(t9) s var(E). 
The lattice structure on idempotent substitutions [S] is isomorphic to the lattice struc- 
ture on equations introduced in [16]. Therefore, we can indifferently use equations or 
idempotent mgus. The following results show the connections between the two notions 
that we will use in the following. Given a substitution r9 := {xl/t,, . . . ,x&} we define 
E(6) := {Xl = t1,. . .,x,, = tn}. Observe that, for any substitution 19, 6 = mgu(E(b)). 
Lemma 24 (Bossi et al. [2]). Let E,,Ez be sets of equations. There exists /? := 
mgu(E1 UE2) if and only if there exist ti := mgu(El ) and y := mgu(Ezb) where /? = 6~. 
Lemma 25. Let dr and d2 be derivations and y,6 be idempotent substitutions. Then 
the following hold: 
(1) If@ is idempotent and ‘Z$(dt), a,(a,(dt)) are dejined, then ‘!$(dr) = da(8Jdt)). 
(2) If ar(dt :: d2) is dejned, then either 
- Zength(l$,(dl)) < Zength(dl) and d,(dt :: d2) = $(dt) or 
_ length(a,(dl)) = length(dl) and d,(dt :: d2) = d,(dt) :: +(dZ), where y’ is an 
idempotent substitution such that last(&(dl)) = (lust(dl))y’. 
Proof. The proof of (1) is straightforward by definition of ‘3. To prove (2) observe 
that if Zength(d,(dl)) < Zength(dl) then the proof is straightforward by definition of 
8 operation, Otherwise, let G := (A, G’), c :=H tB and y be an idempotent substi- 
tution such that uar(c) fl var(y) = 0. Moreover, assume that 1.9’ = mgu(A,H) and 
19 = mgu(Ay,H). We prove that there exists an idempotent substitution y’ such that 
(B, G’)#y’ = (B, G’)yr9. Then the proof follows by definition of derivation and by a 
straightforward inductive argument. 
First of all, observe that, since oar(c) n uar(y) = 0, then ti = mgu(Ay,Hy) and 
therefore, by Lemma 24, 
y.9 = mgu(&(y) U {A = H}). (A.1) 
Then, by Lemma 24, there exist 8” = mgu(A,H) and y” = mgu(&(y)#‘) such that 
yt9 = 19”y”. Moreover, by definition of mgu and since 6’ = mgu(A, H), there exists 
a renaming p such that t9” = 19/p and therefore, by (A. 1 ), ~19 = ti’py”. Now let 
y’ := (py”)Ic~,~‘)&‘. Then 
(B, G’)#y’ 
= (B, G’)#(py”)l(~,c’)$~ (by definition of y’) 
= (S, G’)#py” (by definition of composition) 
= (B, G’)y6 (since y6 = 29’~~“). 
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Finally, to prove the hypothesis we have only to prove that y’ is idempotent. First of all, 
observe that, since 6’ is idempotent, dom(6’) n uar((B, G’)6’) = 0. Then, by definition 
of composition and since dom(y’) C var((B, G’)6’), for any x/t E y’, x/t E 8’~’ and, 
therefore, since y’ = (py”)J(a,~oti,, x/t E 19’py” = ~6. Then, the hypothesis follows 
since by construction y6 is an idempotent substitution. 0 
Now, we can give the proof of all technical lemmata. 
Proof of Lemma 3. The proof of (1) and (2) is straightforward by definition of :: and 
d operation. To prove (3) assume that dr = GA 5 .. .A CL and let G:=& .. .$$, 
Gi :=jrSt(dz) such that di A d2 is defined. If Gi # q Fhen the proof is straightfor- 
ward by definition of A. Otherwise, by definition of A, di A d2 = d’ :: &(dz), where 
d’ = (G&G;) + (G;,G$6,) 3 ... -% G:6 is a derivation. Moreover, since 
di A d2 is defined, var(dt)nvar(dz) = u&G:) n uur(G~) and therefore uur(dl) n 
vur(cZuuses(d~)) = 0. Then, since var(G(d) C uur(G{)Uuur(dl), uur(G[ti)nuur(d2) C 
uur(G$) and therefore &(dz) is defined and, by (2) of this lemma, &(dz) is a 
derivation of G{6. Finally, observe that by definition of a, uur(d’) n uar(&(dz)) = 
uur( G,$‘@). Therefore, d’ :: &(dz) is defined and the hypothesis follows by (1). 17 
Proof of Lemma 4. We prove (1) and (2) separately. 
(1) Let Gi :=first(di), for i = 1,2. First of all, observe that, by definition of A, it 
is easy to check that 
$c& A G2) = d,(h) A GUY, G4.2) 
V’p E Subst. &(dz) = a,,,(dz). (A.3 ) 
Then in the following we can assume, without loss of generality, that given a derivation 
ag(d), C&Z(~) n uur(d) C uur(first(d)). We distinguish the following three cases. 
lust(dl) # q : In this case lust(a,(dl)) # q and therefore, by definition of A, di Ad2 = 
di A G2 and a,(di) A ay(d2) = a,(di) A G2y. Then the thesis follows by (A.2). 
Zust(dl) = q and Zust(a,(d~)) # IJ: Let dr :=Gi 3 -.e+ n and r9:=61 ...rYk. 
By definition of A, 
di A d2 = (dl A G2) :: &(dz), (A.4) 
d,(d,) A d,(dz) = a,(d,) A G2y, (A.9 
Moreover, by the previous hypothesis, fength( a,( d 1 )) < length( d 1) and therefore 
length(d,(di A Gz)) < Zength(dl A Gz). Then, by (2) of Lemma 25, a,((di A G2):: 
&(d2)) = &(dt A G2) and, therefore, 
$(di A d2) 
= $(dI A G2) (by (A.4) and last result) 
= d,(dt ) A ay(d2) (by (A.2) and (AS)). 
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last(dy(d,)) = q : In this case lust(d,) = q and then there exists kB0 such that d, = 
& G, - . . . -% q and d,(d,) = G,y 
The;: by deznition of A, 
$+ . . $4~ Let ti := 8, . ‘. tik and 0 := 0, . . Gk. 
d, A d2 = (d, A Gz) :: &(d2), (A.6) 
&(d,) A $(dz) = @,(d, ) A GUY) :: &(J,(dz)). (A.7) 
Now observe that, since uar( G, ) n uar(cluuses(d, )) = 0, by definition of derivation, 
yo is idempotent. Moreover, since d, A d2 and d,r(dz) are defined, (oar(y) U w(a)) n 
vur(cluuses(d2)) = 0 and d&d2) is defined. 
Since Zength(a,(d,)) = length(d,), by (2) of Lemma 25, 
a,((d, A G,) :: &(dz)) = d,(d, A G2) :: @(ati(d (A.8) 
where Gzya = last(a,(d, A G2)) = lust(dl A G2)/3 = Gy8/?. Then 
(YO)IG2 = (~P>lG* (A.9) 
and, since ya is idempotent, (fip)lc, is also idempotent and, by A.5, &p(d2) is defined. 
Finally, 
a;,(4 A &I 
= d,(d, A G2):: dp(&(dx)) (by (A.6) and (A.8) 
= d,(d, A G2) :: i&(d2) (by Lemma 25(l)) 
= ay(dl A G2)::4&d2) (by (A.9) and (A.3)) 
= d,(d, A G2) :: aC(a7(d2)) (by Lemma 25( 1)) 
= d,(d,) A a,(dz) (by (A.2) and (A.7)). 
(2) We have two possibilities. If lust(dl) # q , d, A (d2 Ads) = d, A (G2,G3) and 
(d, A d2) A d3 = (d, A G2) A Gj. Then the proof is straightforward by definition of A. 
Otherwise, let d, :=Gl % -..%u and 9:=29, ‘..tik. By definition of A, 
d, A d2 = (d, A G2) :: &(d2) (A.lO) 
and then, by definition of A and (1 ), 
d, A (d2 A ds) = (d, A (G2, G3)> :: &Cd2 A d3) 
= Cdl A (G2, G3)> :: (&dd2) A &dd3)). 
Now two cases arise. 
(A.1 1) 
lust(&(d2)) # q : In this case dG(dz) A &(ds) = &(d2) A G3t9 and, therefore, 
d, A (d2 A da) 
= (d, A (G2, G3)) :: (Md2) A Md3)) (by (A.1 1)) 
= (d, A (G2, G,)) :: (ati A G319) (by previous observation) 
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= ((d, A G2) :: &(d2)) A G3 (by definition of ::) 
= ((di A G2) :: &(d2)) A dx (since lust(&(d2)) # q )
= (di A dz) /\ d3 (by (A.lO)). 
lust(&(d2)) = q : Let &(d,) := G2S 3 . .. 2 q and (T:= ~71 . .. (T,. Then, by 
definition of A, 
&(dz) A %(d3) = (ati A G3@:: &d&d&)) 
= &(d2 A G,) :: d,(&(d3)). (A.12) 
Moreover, observe that, by definition of A, 
dlr\d2=(G~,G2)~...~G219~ ...% q (A.13) 
and 290 is an idempotent substitution. Furthermore, analogously to the previous case, 
&,(d3) is defined. Finally, 
di A (d2 A ds) 
= (di A (G2, G,)) :: (&(dz A G3) :: &(dd(ds))) (by (A.ll) and (A.12)) 
= ((dl A (G2, G3)) :: ds(d2 A G3)) :: &(&(ds)) (since :: is associative) 
= (((di A Gz) :: &(d2)) A Gx) :: &(&(d3)) (by definition of A) 
= (((d, A G2) :: &(d2)) A G3) :: 8ti0(d3) (by Lemma 25(l)) 
= (dl A d2) A d3 (by (A.lO) and (A.13)). 0 
Proof of Lemma 8. We prove (l)-(3) separately. 
(1) We prove the two inclusions separately. 
(J): Let d E ((A . II’) w m(D))(A). If d E (A . D’)(A) then, since w is extensive 
and is monotonic, d E (A . (D’ w m(D)))(A). Otherwise, by definition of w and 
since su(D) is closed under renaming, there exist two derivations di E (A . D’)(A) and 
d2 E s@)(G) such that G = Zast(di), 
d = di :: d2 and uar(di) n uar(d2) = uar(G). (A.14) 
By definition of + there exists a derivation d 3, which is a renamed apart (w.r.t. A) 
version of an element in D’(A’), for some atom A’<A, and there exists an idempotent 
substitution y such that $r,st(dg)Y = A and 
dl = ay(d3). (A.15) 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that 
uar(jirst(d3)) fl uar(d2) = 0. (A. 16) 
Moreover, since D’(A’) is a well-formed set of derivations, we can assume that 
Zength(ds) = Zength(di) = length(a,(ds)). (A. 17) 
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Then, by (2) of Lemma 25, there exists an idempotent substitution y’ such that Zast(di ) 
= G = G’y’ where G’ = Zast(ds). Moreover, by definition of ~3, by (A.14) and (A.16) 
var(ds ) fl var(d2) = 0 and therefore var( G’) rl uar( d2) = 0. Then, by properties of 
su(D) and since d2 E su(D)( G’y’), there exists a derivation dq E su(D)(G’) such that 
var(ds) n uar(d4) = mr(G’) and 
+(dz,) = dZ. (A.18) 
Then by definition of w and by properties of su(D), ds :: dq is a renamed apart 
(w.r.t. A) version of an element in (D’ w su(D))(A’). Moreover, by definition of 
13 and of y, &(ds :: d4) E (A . (D’ w m(D)))(A). Finally, the following hold: 
$(d3 :: dz,) 
= i$,(d3):: +(d4) (by Lemma 25(2) and by (A.17)) 
= d (by (A.15), (A.18) and (A.14)). 
([r): Let d E (A . (D’ w m(D)))(A). If d E (A . D’)(A) then, since by extensivity 
A . D’ C (A f D’) w m(D), d E ((A . 0') w m(D))(A). Otherwise, by definition of w 
and of ., there exists a renamed apart (w.r.t. A) version d’ of an element in (D’ w 
m(D))@‘), for some atom A’<A, and there exists an idempotent substitution y such 
that A = jrst( d’)y and 
&(d’) = d. (A.19) 
Since d’ is a renamed version of an element in (D’ w su(D))(A’) and d 6 (A . D’)(A), 
d’ = d; :: d;, (A.20) 
where di is a renamed version of an element in D’(k), G’ = .ht(d’,) and, since 
m(D) is closed under renaming, di E su(D)(G’). Then, by definition of ., 
a,(d;) E (A . D’)(A). (A.21) 
Moreover, by (A.19t(A.21) and since (by hypothesis) d$(A.D’)(A), Zength(&(d’))> 
Zength(l$,(d’,)) and then Zength($(d~)) = Zengrh(d’, ). Therefore, by (2) of Lemma 25, 
&(d; :: d;) = a,(d;) :: +(d;), (A.22) 
where y’ is an idempotent substitution such that Zust(d,(dl, )) = G’y’ = (Zast(d{))y’. 
Then, since di E su(D)(G’), +(d:) is defined and, by properties of m(D), iQ(di) E 
su(D)(G’y’). Therefore, by definition of W, by (A.21) and (A.22), a,(d{)::@(di) E 
((A . D’) w m(D))(A). 
Now to prove the hypothesis it is sufficient to observe that, by (A.22), (A.20) and 
(A.19), $(d;):: +(d;) = $(d; :: d;) = a,(d’) = d. 
(2) By definition of C, we have to prove that for any G’ E Goals ((D’ w m(D)) x 
&)(G’) C((D’ x 4~) w su(D))(G’). Let d E ((D’ w w(D)) x &)(G’). Then by 
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definition of x, G’ = (Go, G) and there exists a renamed version di of an element in 
(D’ w su(D))(Go) such that jirst(dl) = Go and 
d = dl A G. (A.23) 
Now, by definition of w, two cases arise. If di is a renamed version of an element 
in D’(Ga) then, by definition of x and by (A.23), d E (D’ x &)(G’) and therefore, 
since w is extensive, d E ((D’ x 4~) w su(D))(G’). 
Otherwise, by definition of w and since su(D) is closed under renaming, dl = 
d3 :: dq, where d3 = Go % . .% B is a renamed version of an element in D’(Gs), 
B # q , da E m(D)(B) and var(ds) n uar(d4) = var(B). Let r9:=6i . ..I&. Then, by 
A.23 and by definition of A, d = (d3AG) :: (ddAG6) and, by definition of x, ds AC E 
(D’ x &)(G’). Moreover, since dq E m(D)(B), by definition of su and since B # q , 
dq A GT~ E su(D)(B, GIY). Finally, by definition of ca, d E ((D’ x 4~) w su(D))(G’). 
(3) We prove the two inclusions separately. 
(C): Let d E ((D’ x D”) w su(D))(Go). We have two possibilities. If d E (D’ x 
D”)(Ga) then, since w is extensive and x is monotonic, d E (D’ x (D” w su(D)))(Go). 
Otherwise, by definition of w and since su(D) is closed under renaming, there exist 
two derivations d’ E (D’ x D”)( Go) and d” E su(D)(G) such that Zust(d’) = G, 
d = d’ :: d”, var(d’) n var(d”) = uuv( G). (A.24) 
Then, by definition of x, there exist two goals GA, G[ and two derivations di = 
GA % . .+ Cl and dz, which are renamed versions of elements in D’(Gi) and 
D”(Gc) respectively, such that jkst(d2) = Gt, Go = (GA, G{) and d’ = di A dZ. Let 
t9 := 191 . . . &. Two cases arise 
CL # q : By definition of A, d’ = di A Ct. Since (by hypothesis) d2 is a renamed 
version of an element in D”(G{), D”(Gc) # 0 an since (by definition of collec- d 
tion) D”(G[) is a well-formed set of derivations, G{ E D”(G[). By (A.24), since 
Zust(di) = CL # q and Zust(d’) = (CL, G{I~), 
d = (dl :: d3) A G;, (A.29 
where 
ds E su(D)(GL) is such that d” = d3 A G{S. (A.26) 
By definition of w, since di :: d3 is defined, since di is a renamed version of an 
element in D’(GA) and by (A.26), di :: ds is a renamed version of an element in 
(D’ w su(D))(Gi) = D’(GA), where the last equality holds since (by hypothesis) 
D’ w m(D) = D’. Therefore, by (A.25), by definition of x and since G: E D”(G{), 
d = (dl :: d3) A Cl E (D’ x D”)(Go) and this contradicts the hypothesis. 
CL = q : By definition of A, 
d’ = d, A d2 = (dl A G;) :: &(d2). (A.27) 
We can assume that Zength(d2) = Zength(d~(d~)), since D”(G{) is a well-formed set 
of derivations. Then, by definition of 8, by (A.24) and since by (A.27), Zast(&(dz)) = 
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lust(d’) = G, by (2) of Lemma 25 there exists an idempotent substitution 6 such that 
last(&(dz)) = G”6 = G, where G” = Zast(d2). 
Note that by (A.24) and since var(d’) = uar(di )Uuar(d;!), var(dz)nvar(cZauses(d”)) 
= 0 and var(G”) n var c auses( = 0. Then, by properties of su(D), since d” E ( I 
su(D)(G) and G = G”6, there exists ds E su(D)(G”) such that 
d” = da(ds) and var(ds) n uar(d2) = uar(G”). (A.28) 
Then d2 :: ds is defined and, by (2) of Lemma 25 and since by construction length(d,) = 
&@(&(dz)), 
&(d2 :: ds) = de(dz) :: &(ds). (A.29) 
Then 
d 
= (dl A dz)::as(ds) by (A.24), (A.27) and (A.28)) 
= ((di A Cl) :: dd(d2)) :: da(ds) (by definition of A) 
= (di A Cl) :: (&(dz) :: dd(ds)) (since :: is associative) 
= (d, A G,“) :: ds(d2 :: d3) (by (A.29)) 
= di A (d2 :: ds) (by definition of A and of di). 
By definition of w, since dz is a renamed version of an element in D”(Gi’), since 
ds E su(D)(G”) and su(D) is closed under renaming, dz :: ds is a renamed version of 
an element in (D” w su(D))(Gi’) such that jifivst(dz :: ds) = Cl. Finally, since di is 
a renamed version of an element in D’(Gb) and jkst(di ) = G& by definition of x, 
d1 A (d2 :: dj) E (D’ x (0’ w su(D)))(G& Cc). 
(7): Let d E (D’ x (D” w su(D)))(Go). Then, by definition of x, d = d’ A d”, 
where Go = (GA, G{) and d’, d” are renamed versions of elements in D’(Gi) and 
in (D” w su(D))(G[), respectively, such that ,jivst(d’) = Gi and Jirst(d”) = G,j’. By 
definition of x, two cases arise. 
lust(d’) # q : In this case d = d’ A G,$’ E (D’ x D”)(Gs). Therefore, since w is 
extensive, d E ((D’ x D”) w su(D))(Go). 
Zust(d’) = q : By definition of w, we distinguish two cases. If d” is a renamed 
version of an element in D”(G{), d = d’ A d” E (D’ x D”)(Go) and therefore, 
analogous to the previous case, d E ((D’ x D”) w su(D))(Go). Otherwise assume that 
81 d’ = G; 7 . . .+ q and let 9 := 81 . . z9k. By definition of w and since w(D) 
is closed under renaming, d” = (di :: d2), where di = G[ $+ .. . + G{ is 
a renamed version of an element in D”(G0) and d2 E su(D)iG[). Moreover, by 
definition of A, 
d = (d’ A G;) :: &(d”) = (d’ A G;) :: &(dl :: d2). 
Now we have two possibilities 
(A.30) 
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length(d8(dl)) < length(dl): By (2) of Lemma 25, &(dl :: d2) = &(dl) and, there- 
fore, by (A.30) and by definition of A, d = (d’ A Gt):: &(dl) = d’ A dl E (D’ x 
D”)(Go) C((D’ x D”) w su(D))(Go). 
Zength(&(dl )) = length(dl ): By (2) of Lemma 25 there exists an idempotent sub- 
stitution 6 such that GlS = Zast(&(dl )) and 
&(dl :: d2) = &(d,) :: &(dz). (A.3 1) 
Moreover, since dd(d2) is defined, by properties of su(D) and since d2 E su(D)(GL’), 
&(dz) E su(D)(G;6). (A.32) 
Then the following facts hold: 
d 
= (d’ A Gt) :: (&(dl) :: ds(d2)) (by (A.30) and (A.31)) 
= ((d’ A G{) :: a&d,)):: aa (since :: is associative) 
= (d’ A dl) :: ds(dz) (by definition of A). 
Finally, by construction and (A.32), (d’ A d,) E (D’ x D”)(Go), aa E su(D)(GL’G). 
Therefore, since (d’ A dl ) :: d6(d2) is defined, by definition of w and by the previous 
result, d = (d’ A dl) :: d6(d2) E ((D’ x D”) w su(D))(Go). q 
Lemma 26. Let D E PC, D,,Dz E C and A E Atoms. Then 
(1) (A .D,) w p(D) = A. (0, ix p(D)). 
(2) (DI x 02) w PW) 5 (01 w P(D)) x (02 w p(D)). 
Proof. The proof of (1) is analogous to that of (1) of Lemma 8 and hence omitted. 
To prove (2), let d E ((01 x 02) w p(D))(G). If d E (01 x02)(G) then, since w 
is extensive and x is monotonic, d E ((0, w p(D)) x (02 w p(D)))(G). Otherwise, 
by definition of w and since p(D) is closed under renaming, 
d = d’ :: d”, (A.33) 
where d’ E (0, x D,)(G), Zast(d’) = B # q , d” E p(D)(B) and 
var( d’) n uar( d”) = oar(B). (A.34) 
By definition of x, d’ = dl Adz, where G = (Cl, G2) and (for i = 1,2) di is a renamed 
version of an element in Di(Gi) such that jfirst(di) = Gi and var(d,) n var(d2) = 
uar(Gl)nvar(Gz). Let dl = GI % ...+ B’ and 8:=61 ...tik. Two cases arise, 
we prove only the case B’ # q since the other (B’ = q ) is analogous. Then 
d’ = d, A G,, (A.35) 
B = (B’,G26) and d” E pu(D)(B’,GyO). Moreover, by 21 and since (by Lemma 6) 
x is associative, 
d” = d3 A da, (A.36) 
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where ds E p@)(Z) and dq E pu(D)(G~b). By (A.34), var(d~)fwar(d~) = var(B’) 
and therefore, by definition of w and since pu is closed under renaming, 
dt :: ds is a renamed version of an element in (01 w pu(D))(Gl). (A.37) 
Moreover, since d4 E pu(D)(G~z9) and since, by our hypothesis on variables, uar(d4)n 
uar(G2) C uar(Gzd), by properties of pu(D) there exists 
d5 E pu(D)(G) such that d4 = do(d5). (A.38) 
Now observe that, since Dz(G2) # 0 is a well-formed set of derivations, G, E Dz(G2) 
and therefore, by definition of w, 
d5 = G, :: dS E (02 w pu(D))(G2). (A.39) 
By our hypothesis on variables, var( d 1 :: d3) n uur( ds) = vur( Cl ) fl vur( G2). Therefore, 
by definition of x, by (A.37) and (A.39) and since G = (Gi, Gz), (di :: ds) A dj E 
((01 w pu(D)) x (02 ca pu(D)))(G). Finally, since (by hypothesis) Zust(di) # q ,
(d, :: ds) A d5 
= (di A G2) :: (ds A &(ds)) (by definition of A) 
= (di A G,) :: (d3 A d4) (by (A.38)) 
= d’ :: d” (by (A.35) and (A.36)) 
= d (by (A.33)). 0 
Proof of Lemma 16. (1) We have to prove that VG E Goals. @u(D) ca pu(D’))(G) C 
@u(D wpu(D’)))(G). The proof is by structural induction on G. If G = q then, by 
(2l)Y (P@) w P4N)(O) = 10) = (p@ NJ PW’)))(O). 
Otherwise let G := (A, G’) and d E (pu(D) w pu(D’))(G). Two cases arise. 
d E pu(D)(G): In this case, since w is extensive and . and x are monotonic, 
pu(D) 5 pu(D w pu(D’)) and then d E pu(D w pu(D’))(G). 
d $z’ pu(D)(G): Since pu(D’) is closed under renaming, 
d = di :: d2, (A.40) 
where dl E pu(D)(G), lust(dl) = B # q and dz E pu(D’)(B). By (21) and since pu 
is closed under renaming, di = ds A dq, where ds E (A . D)(A) and d4 E pu(D)(G’). 
Then, by definition of x and by (2) of Lemma 26, di :: d2 E (((A . D) x pu(D)) w 
pu(D’))(G) c(((A . D) w pu(D’)) x (pu(D) w pu(D’)))(G). Therefore, by A.40, by 
definition of x and since G = (A, G’), there exist two renamed versions ds and d6 
of elements in ((A . D) w pu(D’))(A) and in (pu(D) w pu(D’))(G’), respectively, 
such that d = ds A db. By inductive hypothesis, d6 is a renamed version of an element 
in pu(D w pu(D’))(G’). Moreover, by (1) of Lemma 26 and since dS is a renamed 
version of an element in ((A .D) w pu(D’))(A), ds is a renamed version of an element 
in ((A . D) w pu(D’))(A). Finally, by definition of x and pu and since d = dS A de, 
d E ((A . P w p4D’))) x PW w pW’)))(G) G P@ w p@))(G). 
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(2) The proof is by induction on h. The case h = 0 is straightforward, since pu’(D) = 
4 = puo(D). Otherwise the proof is by structural induction on G. 
G = o: By (23) and (22) pz&D)(o) = (0) = pui(D)(o). 
G = A,G’: Let d E JJU~(D)(G) = (pu(D w pub-‘(D)))(G). Then by (23), 
d = di A d2, where dl E (A . (D ca p&‘(D)))(A) (A.41) 
and d2 E pz&D)(G’). By inductive hypothesis, d2 E C{PU~(D)}~~O(G’) and there- 
fore there exists m 30 such that 
d2 E pdD)tG’). 
Moreover, 
(A.42) 
A . (D w p&l (D)) 
= (A ‘0) w p&‘(D) (by Lemma 26( 1)) 
C (A . D) w C{p~(D)}k~o (by inductive hypothesis) 
C P(D) w C{P~))~>O (by (21)) 
= C{P@) w Pk(D))k30 (by Lemma 7) 
= C{P@))QO (by (22)). 
Then, by (A.41) there exists 13 0 such that 
dl E P@)(A). (A.43) 
Now, by definition of A, we have two possibilities. 
Zust(di ) # q : In this case d = di A G’. Since d2 E PUN, for any predicate 
symbol p occurring in G’, D(p(x)) # 0. Then G’ E pul(D)(G’) and therefore, by 
(21) (A.43) and by definition of w, d = di A G’ E pu@)(G) C C{~UX_(D)}~~O(G). 
last(di) = q : Let di :=A 3 ...+ q and t9:=6i ...t9k. By definition of A and 
by (A.41 ), 
d = (d, /\ G’) :: &(d2). (A.44) 
Analogous to the previous case, by using (A.43) 
dl A G’ E pu@)(G). (A.45) 
Moreover, by (A.44), a$(dz) is defined and, by (A.42) d2 E pu,(D)(G’). Then, by 
properties of pu and by a straightforward inductive argument, &(dz) E pu,(D)(G’tY). 
Then, by definition of w, by (A.44) and (A.45) d = (di A G’) :: de(d2) E (pul(D) w 
pu,,,(D))(G) and therefore, by Lemma 6 and by a straightforward inductive argument, 
d E put+w@)(G). 0 
Proof of Lemma 18. (1) By definition of C it is sufficient to prove that, for any G t 
Goals, m(D)(G) 2 pu(D + Zdn)(G). We distinguish two cases. If G = q , su(D)(o) is 
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not defined and then the hypothesis follows trivially. Otherwise let G = (A, G’) and 
observe that, by 21, Zdc C: pu(D + Id!). Then the following facts hold: 
s@)(G) 
= ((A .D) x Z&)(G) (by (8)) 
c ((A . 0) x pu(D + Id,))(G) (by previous observation) 
c ((A . (D + Id,)) x pu(D + Ido)) (since x is monotonic) 
= pu(D + Id,)(G) (by definition of pu). 
(2) We prove (by induction on n) that, for any G = Al,. . . ,A, E Goals and n > 0, 
9[Gb 5 Zdc + sun(D). Then the hypothesis follows by (21). 
If 12 = 0 then the hypothesis follows trivially, since G = q and, by definition of 9, 
9[G]ID = 40 C Zdc. Otherwise let G := A, G’. Then 
g[A, G’l, 
= (A . D) x S[G’jD (by definition of 9 and of d) 
C (A . D) x (Id@ + sun-~(D)) (by inductive hypothesis). 
Let d E ‘S[G],(G). By previous result and by definition of x, d = dr A d2, where 
dr E (A . D)(A) and d2 E (Zdc + sun_,(D))(G’). Two cases arise. 
Zast(dr ) # q : In this case, by definition of A, d = dr A G’ E ((A D) x Zdc)( G) 
and therefore, by (8), d E m(D)(G). Then, by definition of w and of f, d E (Zdc + 
sun(D))(G). 
Zast(dr) = q : Let dr :=A -$ ... % •I and i?:=191 . .&. By definition of A, 
d = (dr A G’) :: &(dz). Then, since dr E (A . D)(A), dr A G’ E ((A . D) x Id@)(G) 
and, therefore, by (8), dr A G’ E m(D)(G). Moreover, since &(dz) is defined and 
d2 E (Zdc + su,_r (D))(G’), by properties of su and by a straightforward inductive 
argument, &(dx) E (ZLl’c + su,_l(D))(G’t9). By previous results and by definition 
of w, 
d = (d, A G’) :: &(dz) E (m(D) w (Ida, + su,]-,(D)))(G). (A.46) 
Finally, observe that, since n 3 1, m(D) 5 sun(D). Then 
m(D) w (Zdc + w-l(D)) 
= (m(D) w Id@) + (m(D) w sun-l(D)) (by Lemma 7) 
= m(D) + (m(D) w sun-,(D)) (since D w Id@ = D) 
= m,,(D) (by (13) and previous observation). 
Therefore, by (A.46), d E m,,(D)(G) C(Zdc + sun(D))(G). q 
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